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Abstract
A conformal field theory representing a four–dimensional classical solution of
heterotic string theory is presented. The low–energy limit of this solution has U(1)
electric and magnetic charges, and also nontrivial axion and dilaton fields. The low–
energy metric contains mass, NUT and rotation parameters. We demonstrate that
this solution corresponds to part of an extremal limit of the Kerr–Taub–NUT dyon
solution. This limit displays interesting ‘remnant’ behaviour, in that asymptotically
far away from the dyon the angular momentum vanishes, but far down the infinite
throat in the neighbourhood of the horizon (described by our CFT) there is a non–
zero angular velocity. A further natural generalization of the CFT to include an
additional parameter is presented, but the full physical interpretation of its role in
the resulting low energy solution is unclear.
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1. Introduction
One of the important motivations to investigate string theory is the expectation
that it will provide a consistent quantum theory of gravity. Thus the study of string
propagation in curved space–times offers the possibility that it may provide new
insight into some of the longstanding puzzles in quantum gravity, e.g., the resolution
of curvature singularities, or a solution of the information paradox in black hole
thermodynamics. In the context of string theory these topics are presently rich
sources of debate, conjecture and scientific inquiry[1].
It is somewhat ironic that although ultimately we hope to understand the
quantum gravity aspects of curved spacetime through string theory, nearly all of
our progress in this area so far has been in understanding classical string theory. At
first sight, this might appear to be a disappointment, but that is not the case. The
simple fact that we have replaced point particle theory by a theory of an extended
object, i.e., the string, has important consequences. Immediately we allow the
stringy nature of our fundamental theory to become relevant we receive corrections
to the field equations of our particle theory. Expressed as a perturbative series
in α′ (the inverse string tension) this infinite series of corrections—the β–function
equations—invite the possibility that even this classical theory might tell us a great
deal about the nature of spacetime singularities, etcetera. This is because it is in
precisely in regions of high curvature that these classical stringy corrections to our
classical particle theory understanding of spacetime are non–negligible.
The program of finding solutions to the leading order β–function equations
has considerable momentum1. Only limited efforts have been made in studying the
effects of next–to–leading order corrections in the β–function equations[3]. Instead
much progress has come in the investigation of cases where this brute force approach
can be side–stepped. These include exact solutions, for which all of α′ ‘corrections’
vanish[4][5], and conformal field theory (CFT) methods. The latter, which shall be
considered in this paper, may be regarded as solutions of string theory not only to
all orders in α′, but also incorporating effects non–perturbative in α′.
1 See the review of ref.[2] for a summary of some of the progress in this area.
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The study of black hole physics with conformal field theories first arose in the
the pioneering work that was presented in ref.[6], showing that the SL(2, IR)/U(1)
coset is the classical solution of string theory in a bosonic two–dimensional black
hole background2. This result stimulated the discovery of many new CFT’s which
correspond to interesting gravitational backgrounds in diverse dimensions. Our
attention shall be focused upon four–dimensional backgrounds for self–explanatory
reasons. Unfortunately, no exact CFT solution providing a complete description of a
four-dimensional black hole (including the asymptotically flat regions) has yet been
constructed3. However amongst the many four-dimensional solutions constructed in
this way[10], a number of solutions corresponding to the ‘horizon + throat’ region4
of extremal black holes exist[11][12][13][14].
In ref.[11], a CFT was presented as a solution of heterotic string theory. The
low energy limit of this CFT is a sigma–model whose couplings correspond to the
‘horizon + throat’ region of the extremal limit of the magnetically charged black hole
solution of ref.[15] [16]. The CFT was described as the product of the SL(2, IR)/U(1)
coset (supersymmetrised) with an asymmetric orbifold of affine SU(2). Indeed, the
whole spacetime solution inherits this product form, the angular and time–radius
sectors being completely decoupled.
Refs.[12] and [13] provide two distinct generalizations of this solution. First,
ref.[12] performed an analogous orbifolding of affine SL(2, IR) to construct a family
of four-dimensional black hole solutions with both electric and magnetic charges. In
ref.[13], the solution of ref.[11] was interpreted as an example of a class of conformal
field theories which are called ‘heterotic coset models’[17]. These CFT’s combine the
2 Prior to this, work regarding cosets based on non–compact groups as candidates
for curved spacetime string theory backgrounds was presented in ref.[7].
3 See, however, refs.[5] for complete black hole solutions to string theory which
receive no α′ corrections. These are exact at the level of the sigma–model description
of the classical string theory. Having such solutions is a very significant advance,
although the question of how to in general construct their description as a CFT (i.e.,
construct the spectrum of vertex operators and their correlations) still remains.
Such a situation is familiar in the case of some instanton solutions of heterotic
string theory[8], where the sigma models description is known to be exact in α′, but
only the throat limit of a special case has been given a CFT description. However,
see ref.[9] for a different approach to the problem.
4 See section 4.2 for a description of these regions.
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ingredients of a WZW model, left– and right–moving fermions, and non–dynamical
world–sheet gauge fields so as to provide background solutions of heterotic string
theory. These heterotic coset constructions furnish a powerful means of generalising
the solution of ref.[11]. Indeed, it is straightforward to move beyond the direct
product form of the original construction and, for example, to produce non–trivial
mixing of the time–radius and angular sectors. Ref.[13] presented one such example
of the latter, and it was conjectured that the new background was a stringy cousin
of the Taub–NUT solution[18] of Einstein’s equations, possessing non–trivial dilaton
and axion fields and with both electric and magnetic charges.
The latter conjecture was confirmed in ref.[19]. There, stringy solution gen-
erating techniques, namely O(d, d+ p)[20] and SL(2, IR)[21] transformations, were
applied to the Taub–NUT solution of General Relativity to construct a leading order
Taub–NUT dyon solution of low–energy heterotic string theory. In the extremal
limit, the fields in the ‘horizon + throat’ region of the dyon were shown to match
precisely the background fields of the heterotic coset constructed in ref.[13]. At the
same time, this Taub-NUT dyon was also displayed in refs.[22] and [23] as a special
case of larger families of leading order solutions constructed there. In particular,
ref.[23] constructed a family of solutions which, as well as a NUT parameter,
included an angular momentum parameter. The latter represents a new non–trivial
mixing of the coordinates, and so the question naturally arises as to how one can
construct a conformal field theory which describes this stringy Kerr–Taub–NUT
solution to all orders in the α′ expansion.
This is the question which we address in the present paper. In the next section,
we present a candidate for the CFT, which is constructed using heterotic coset
techniques[13][17]. Section 3 extracts the low–energy content of this CFT, exhibiting
the spacetime metric, gauge fields, axion and dilaton, and shows that the metric
contains a rotation parameter. Section 4 examines the leading order Kerr–Taub–
NUT solution of heterotic string theory[23] and shows that in an extremal limit
its ‘horizon + throat’ sector coincides with the solution in section 3. This limit
has the interesting property that while the throat region possesses a characteristic
angular velocity, the angular momentum vanishes in the asymptotically flat region.
Section 5 briefly presents a generalisation of the CFT of section 2. The introduction
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of a new gauging parameter in this CFT produces interesting modifications of the
spacetime geometry, but we lack a complete physical interpretation of this new
parameter. Section 6 summarises and concludes the paper.
2. A Conformal Field Theory
2.1 Heterotic Sigma Models
We begin with a two–dimensional sigma–model which describes the propagation of
heterotic strings in a non–trivial background field configuration[24]:
I =
1
4πα′
∫
d2z
[
{Gµν(X) +Bµν(X)} ∂zXµ∂zXν + α
′
4
Φ(X)R(2)
]
+
i
πα′
∫
d2z
[
λaR(∂z − iΩµab(X)∂zXµ)λbR + λαL(∂z − iAµαβ(X)∂zXµ)λβL
+ 2Fµναβ(X)Ψ
µ
RΨ
ν
Rλ
α
Lλ
β
L
]
.
(2.1)
Here, (a, b) indicate tangent space indices on the background field spin connection
Ω, and (α, β) are current algebra indices on the spacetime gauge field A. In a
consistent string theory background, the metric, dilaton, antisymmetric tensor and
gauge fields are balanced against each other in such a way so as to ensure that the
sigma–model is Weyl invariant. Thus demanding that the sigma–model β–functions
vanish yields the equations of motion for the background fields[24]. Given the two-
dimensional quantum field theory defined by the action (2.1), the β–functions may
be calculated perturbatively in the quantum loop expansion in which α′ plays the
role of h¯.5
To go beyond this perturbative expansion all the way to defining a conformal
field theory, we note there are only a few ways known to define conformal field
theories by explicit Lagrangian methods. In addition to free massless field theories,
we have Wess–Zumino–Witten models[25] and their variants, and the list is largely
complete. The conformal field theory which we will construct here is a heterotic
5 We will set α′ = 2 for the remainder of our discussion, except where explicitly
indicated.
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coset model[13][17] which combines both of these types of CFT. We introduce a
WZW model, some right–moving fermions to produce world sheet supersymmetry,
and some left–moving fermions. The background fields Gµν(X), Bµν(X), Aµ(X)
and Φ(X) are determined by how we choose to couple these three ingredients on
the world sheet. We are guided by two ‘principles’ in our construction. The first
is to preserve as many of the spacetime symmetries as possible in accord with the
symmetries of the leading order low energy solution. The second is, of course, to
ensure conformal invariance in the final model.
2.2 Metrics and the WZW Sector.
In the dyonic Taub–NUT example of ref.[13] (which contains the magnetic[11] and
dyonic[12] black holes as special cases), the construction begins with a WZW model
based upon G= SL(2, IR)× SU(2). Alone, this would describe strings propagating
on a six–dimensional product manifold given by the group G with non–trivial metric
and antisymmetric tensor fields. It also possesses a large affine GL×GR symmetry,
acting as
g1→gL1 (z)g1 gR1 (z)
g2→gL2 (z)g2 gR2 (z)
for g1 , g
L
1 , g
R
1 ∈SL(2, IR), g2 , gL2 , gR2 ∈ SU(2).
(2.2)
Naively the idea is to restrict string propagation on the whole of this manifold to a
submanifold by gauging away some of the two-dimensional sigma–model’s symmetry
(2.2). With care, we can choose our gaugings such that we preserve some of the
desirable spacetime symmetries.
The following discussion will be facilitated by giving an explicit parameteri-
sation for the group elements. The SU(2) manifold is S3, and we may choose a
parameterisation in terms of Euler coordinates
g2 = e
iφσ3/2eiθσ2/2eiψσ3/2 =
 e i2φ+ cos θ2 e i2φ− sin θ2
−e− i2φ− sin θ2 e−
i
2φ+ cos θ2
 , (2.3)
where the σi are the Pauli matrices and
φ± ≡ φ± ψ, 0≤ θ ≤ π, 0≤ φ≤ 2π, 0≤ ψ ≤ 4π. (2.4)
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For SL(2, IR), we choose
g1 = e
tLσ3/2eσσ1/2etRσ3/2 =
 e t+2 cosh σ2 e t−2 sinh σ2
e−
t−
2 sinh σ2 e
− t+2 cosh σ2
 , (2.5)
with
t± ≡ tL ± tR, 0≤ σ ≤∞, −∞≤ tL ≤∞, −∞≤ tR ≤∞. (2.6)
In the final model, the time and radial spacetime coordinates come from the non–
compact SL(2, IR) and the angular coordinates from the SU(2).
2.2.1 Rotational Symmetry
One of the key symmetries of the spacetime metrics of refs.[11][12][13] is rotational
invariance. Leaving the SU(2)L of the GL ×GR symmetry group intact results in
the rotational symmetry of the final spacetime background. The approach is as
follows: The SU(2) manifold, S3 is a U(1) fibre bundle of S1 over S2, the Hopf
fibration. By gauging the U(1) tranformations
U(1)R : g2→ g2eiǫσ3/2 (2.7)
which act by right multiplication with ǫ(z, z) (i.e., translations in ψ), only the
S2 remains with coordinates (θ, φ). The SU(2)L symmetry, i.e., g2 → gL2 (z)g2, is
preserved by this gauging, and acts as spacetime rotations on the remaining spatial
coordinates.
Part of the motivation of ref.[13] was to mix the time–radius and angular sectors
to obtain a non–product, but still rotationally invariant background. The final
symmetries which were gauged were:
U(1)A × U(1)B :
 g1→e
ǫAσ3/2g1e
(δǫA + λǫB)σ3/2
g2→g2eiǫBσ3/2
(2.8)
with ǫA(z, z) and ǫB(z, z). At this point in the discussion, δ and λ are arbitrary
constants. A coupling between the SL(2, IR) and SU(2) sectors is achieved with
non–zero λ. The U(1)B acts on the ψ and tR fields. Since the latter is related to
what becomes the time coordinate in the final solution, the rotations induced by
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SU(2)L will act on time as well as the angular coordinates. Thus one loses spherical
symmetry of the spacetime, in the conventional sense, as can be seen from the final
stringy metric[13]:
dS2 ∼ dσ2 − f(σ)[dt+ 2λAMφ (θ)dφ]2 + dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2 (2.9)
where 2AMφ (θ) =±1− cos θ. The ± choice refers to either the Northern or Southern
hemispheres of the S2 (i.e., θ ≤ pi
2
and θ ≥ pi
2
, respectively). Here the gauging
parameter λ has become the NUT parameter in the final Taub–NUT metric[18]. It
is well known though, that the Taub–NUT space is SO(3) rotation invariant, but
that these symmetry transformations act on t as well as the angular coordinates[26]
in order to preserve the form of the differential dt+ 2λAMφ (θ)dφ.
Another interesting feature of the Taub–NUT space is that the surfaces of
constant radius have the topology of three–spheres in which the time direction has
periodicity 4πλ. Thus t becomes the S1 fibre in the Hopf fibration over the S2 with
coordinates (θ, φ). The coordinate t is given a period (4πλ) by studying the action
of rotations on the metric (2.9) [26].
We could have deduced this periodicity of t in advance by examination of
the gauging (2.8). Consider the U(1)B transformation with ǫB = 4π. This acts
with the identity on the SU(2) space (alternatively, ψ is shifted by a full period,
i.e., ψ→ ψ + 4π), while in SL(2, IR) it translates tR → tR + 4πλ. Hence gauging
U(1)B identifies tR ≃ tR + 4πλ, and the same periodicity is imposed on the final
time coordinate (e.g., consider gauge fixing tL = 0 = ψ, which leaves t= tR — see
below). The S3 topology of constant σ surfaces is most readily evident with the
gauge fixing tL = 0 = tR so that the (t, θ, φ) surfaces inherit the S
3 topology of the
underlying SU(2) space, with t= λψ.
For the rest of the gauging (2.8), U(1)A is a non–diagonal generalisation of the
gauging used in ref.[6] for the two-dimensional black hole. This construction on its
own (i.e., with λ = 0, and neglecting the SU(2) sector) was shown in ref.[13] to
produce charged two-dimensional black hole solutions of heterotic string theory. In
the present construction, it will contribute to the electric charge of the final dyon.
2.2.2 Rotation
In the metric for a dyon which rotates about the φ–axis, there must be a new
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coupling between the t and φ coordinates beyond that appearing in (2.9). Such a
coupling will be parameterised by the angular velocity, and will be further earmarked
by the fact that it breaks the rotational symmetry. The latter indicates that the
SU(2)L should not be preserved in our construction, and this singles out a unique
(up to scalings) modification of the gaugings (2.8) as a candidate:
U(1)A × U(1)B :
 g1→e
ǫAσ3/2g1e
(δǫA + λǫB)σ3/2
g2→eiτǫAσ3/2g2eiǫBσ3/2.
(2.10)
With non–zero τ , U(1)A will introduce a new t–φ coupling which breaks the
rotational symmetry. The parameter τ should then be related to the angular
velocity.
To this point, all of our considerations have concentrated upon the possible
geometry which we might extract as submanifolds of G= SL(2, IR)×SU(2) without
much concern for whether such a conformal field theory can exist. Indeed, if the
WZW model for G was the only contribution to the world sheet action, there would
be cause for dismay, for upon introducing world–sheet gauge fields (AAz , A
A
z ) and
(ABz , A
B
z ) to enforce (2.10) (or (2.8)) as a local symmetry, we would find that our
attempts to construct a gauge invariant model are thwarted by the Wess–Zumino
term of the WZW: We have chosen an ‘anomalous subgroup’ of the WZW model
to gauge. Confident that we can fix this problem later[13][17], let us parameterise
our failure to find this gauge theory thus far. We choose to write an extension
I(g1, g2, A
A, AB) to the WZW model which, upon variation of the fields according
to (2.10), (and the gauge fields as δA = dǫ) produces terms which do not depend
upon g1 or g2. Such an action is unique[27], and we shall postpone writing it until
a little later. However, we list the ‘classical anomaly’ terms which the variation
produces:
(k1(δ
2 − 1)− k2τ2) 1
4π
∫
d2z ǫAFAzz +
k1δλ
4π
∫
d2z ǫAFBzz
+
k1δλ
4π
∫
d2z ǫBFAzz + (k1λ
2 + k2)
1
4π
∫
d2z ǫBFBzz,
(2.11)
where Fzz ≡ ∂zAz − ∂zAz, and k1 and k2 are the levels of SL(2, IR) and SU(2)
respectively. We have reversed the standard sign conventions for k1, i.e., k1 > 0
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yields a (−++) signature on the SL(2, IR) manifold[6]. Now, let us move on to
consider the other sectors of the theory which also contribute to the full heterotic
coset model.
2.3 The Fermionic Sectors
2.3.1 Right–Movers
First we need a family of right–moving fermions which are arranged to be super-
symmetric with the right–moving degrees of freedom of the spacetime coordinates.
Such a requirement is easy to satisfy. The Weyl fermionic field ΨR takes values
in the orthogonal complement of Lie H in Lie G, where H = U(1)A × U(1)B and
G= SL(2, IR)×SU(2). Hence we introduce four independent components ψaR where
a = 1 . . . 4 are tangent space indices on the coset manifold. By minimally coupling
them to the adjoint action of the gauge fields, world sheet supersymmetry is ensured
as will be discussed later when we exhibit the complete model.
Due to the chiral nature of the fermions, their minimal couplings to the gauge
fields, although classically gauge invariant, will produce chiral anomalies at one
loop. In an appropriate normalisation, these are:
2δ2
4π
∫
d2z ǫAFAzz +
2δλ
4π
∫
d2z ǫAFBzz
+
2δλ
4π
∫
d2z ǫBFAzz + 2(1 + λ
2)
1
4π
∫
d2z ǫBFBzz.
(2.12)
2.3.2 Left–Movers
We introduce some left–moving fermions from the current algebra fermions which
carry the spacetime gauge group of the heterotic string. They will couple to the rest
of the model through their interactions with the world-sheet gauge fields. Without
the constraints of attaining world sheet supersymmetry, we may introduce these
fermions with some freedom. Let us choose four left movers λαL arranged as a
column vector ΛL, and minimally couple them to the gauge fields with generators:
QˆA =

0 QA 0 0
−QA 0 0 0
0 0 0 PA
0 0 −PA 0
 , QˆB =

0 QB 0 0
−QB 0 0 0
0 0 0 PB
0 0 −PB 0
 , (2.13)
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acting in the fundamental representation of SO(4), as its maximal torus subgroup,
i.e., under infinitesimal gauge transformations (2.10), δΛL = i(ǫAQˆA + ǫBQˆB)ΛL.
Note that many other choices can be made at this point. For generic values
of the couplings (λ, δ, τ, QA, QB , PA, PB), the background space–time gauge fields
fall in an Abelian U(1)×U(1) subgroup, with identical arrangements of the electric
and magnetic charges in each factor. One could have chosen to introduce a single
pair of left–moving fermions which would result in a single background U(1) gauge
field. This particular doubled arrangement was chosen here and in ref.[13] because
it allows a dyonic model to be defined for arbitrary values of λ. In particular
when λ vanishes, both sets of couplings (QA, QB , PA, PB) are required to satisfy
the anomaly cancelation conditions for the mixed (AB =BA) sector while retaining
charges other than the magnetic QB — see below. For the purposes of comparison
with the leading order spacetime solution, though, we will only retain (QA, QB)
and hence a single U(1) background gauge group. The special case λ = 0 will be
mentioned explicitly when necessary.
As before, the fermions will have chiral anomalies at one loop. These are:
−2(Q2A + P 2A)
1
4π
∫
d2z ǫAFAzz − 2(QAQB + PAPB)
1
4π
∫
d2z ǫAFBzz
− 2(QAQB + PAPB) 1
4π
∫
d2z ǫBFAzz − 2(Q2B + P 2B)
1
4π
∫
d2z ǫBFBzz.
(2.14)
As these are fermions of opposite chirality to the right movers, there is a relative
minus sign between (2.12) and (2.14).
2.4 A Consistent Model
Combining all of the gauge anomaly terms, (2.11), (2.12) and (2.14), we see that
all of the anomalies cancel if
k1(δ
2 − 1)− k2τ2 = 2(Q2A + P 2A − δ2)
k2 + k1λ
2 = 2(Q2B + P
2
B − (1 + λ2))
k1δλ= 2(QAQB + PAPB − λδ) .
(2.15)
Then the combination of the WZW model, and the left– and right–moving fermionic
sectors, all coupled in the manner described above, will be gauge invariant and thus
describe a consistent conformal field theory.
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The complete heterotic coset model is[13][17]:
I = IWZW+
k1
8π
∫
d2z
{
−2
(
δAAz + λA
B
z
)
Tr[σ3g
−1
1 ∂zg1]− 2AAz Tr[σ3∂zg1g−11 ]
+AAz A
A
z
(
1 + δ2 + δTr[σ3g1σ3g
−1
1 ]
)
+ λ2ABz A
B
z
+ δλAAz A
B
z +A
B
z A
A
z
(
δλ+ λTr[σ3g1σ3g
−1
1 ]
)}
+
k2
8π
∫
d2z
{
2iABz Tr[σ3g
−1
2 ∂zg2] + 2iτA
A
z Tr[σ3∂zg2g
−1
2 ]
+ τAAz A
B
z Tr[σ3g2σ3g
−1
2 ] + τ
2AAz A
A
z +A
B
z A
B
z
}
− ik1
4π
∫
d2z Tr
[
ΨR,1(∂zΨR,1 + (δA
A
z + λA
B
z )[σ3/2,ΨR,1])
]
+
ik2
4π
∫
d2z Tr
[
ΨR,2(∂zΨR,2 +A
B
z [iσ3/2,ΨR,2])
]
− ik1
4π
∫
d2z
(
ΛTL,1[∂z + i(QAA
A
z +QBA
B
z )σ2]ΛL,1
)
+
ik2
4π
∫
d2z
(
ΛTL,2[∂z + i(PAA
A
z + PBA
B
z )σ2]ΛL,2
)
.
(2.16)
Here, the fermions are decomposed as
ΨR,1 =
(
0 ψ1R
ψ2R 0
)
ΛL,1 =
(
λ1L
λ2L
) ΨR,2 =
(
0 ψ3R
ψ4R 0
)
ΛL,2 =
(
λ3L
λ4L
) (2.17)
where ‘1’ and ‘2’ denote fermions coupling to the SL(2, IR) and SU(2) sectors of
the WZW model, respectively.
The model has invariance under the naive (0, 1) world–sheet supersymmetry[28]
δg1 = iǫg1ΨR,2 δg2 = iǫg2ΨR,2
δΨR,1 = ǫΠ1
(
g−11 ∂zg1 +
1
2
AAz g
−1
1 σ3g1 + iΨR,1ΨR,1
)
δΨR,2 = ǫΠ2
(
g−12 ∂zg2 + i
τ
2
AAz g
−1
2 σ3g2 + iΨR,2ΨR,2
)
δAAi = 0 = δA
B
i = δΛL,
(2.18)
(modulo equations of motion) which may be verified by direct calculation. Here
Π1,2 projects back onto the orthogonal complement of LieH1,2 in LieG1,2. One may
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also show that this is enhanced to (0, 2) supersymmetry since G/H is a Ka¨hler
coset[28][29].
The final requirement is on the central charge of the theory. The central charge
of our heterotic coset is6
c=
3k1
k1 − 2 +
3k2
k2 + 2
. (2.19)
We assume that there is an unspecified internal sector which produces a total of
c = 15 for the right–moving sector and c = 26 on the left. In order to make a
comparison with the low–energy solution of ref.[23] we will take the levels k1, k2→∞
in which case c→ 6. Note that c = 6 corresponds to the central charge of a weak
field four–dimensional heterotic string background as would be required to describe
the asymptotic regions of a black hole. We could also achieve c= 6 for finite k1 and
k2 by setting k1 = k2 + 4.
3. The Low–Energy Limit
The conformal field theory presented in the previous section represents a solution
of the classical heterotic string equations to all orders in α′ expansion, and including
any non–perturbative contributions as well. To determine whether this conformal
field theory makes contact with the leading order Kerr–Taub–NUT solution of
ref.[23], we shall extract from it the leading order background fields for our model.
Normally for gauged WZW models, the first step in this process is to integrate
out the world sheet gauge fields, which appear only quadratically in the action.
Putting coordinates on the group manifold and gauge fixing appropriately then
yields the final background. We can apply the same reasoning here, but we must
first be careful. Recall that we arrived at a consistent model by canceling classical
anomalies of the bosonic WZW fields against one loop quantum anomalies of the
fermions. The first type appear explicitly in the action while the second do not.
Hence the coefficients of the terms in the Lagrangian quadratic in the gauge fields
do not account for the fermion anomalies.
To surmount this problem we need to make these fermion contributions appear
at the classical level so that they explicitly enter the world sheet action. This is
6 The −2 from gauging is canceled by the +2 from the four fermions.
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accomplished[13] by bosonising the fermions. Ref.[13] constructed the bosonised
theory for the fermions of a similar model with gauging (2.8). Note that the extra
parameter τ which enters into the present gauging (2.10) does not appear amongst
the fermion terms of our action (2.16). Therefore we can simply use the bosonic
theory of ref.[13]:
IB =
1
4π
∫
d2z
{
(∂zΦ2 − PAAAz − (PB + 1)ABz )2
+(∂zΦ1 − (QB + λ)ABz − (QA + δ)AAz )2
−Φ1
[
(QB − λ)FBzz + (QA − δ)FAzz
]
−Φ2
[
(PB − 1)FBzz + PAFAzz
]
+
[
AAz A
B
z −AAz ABz
][
δQB −QAλ− PA
]}
.
(3.1)
The U(1)A × U(1)B action on the bosons Φ1,Φ2 is:
δΦ1 = (QA + δ)ǫA + (QB + λ)ǫB δΦ2 = PAǫA + (PB + 1)ǫB . (3.2)
With δAAi = ∂iǫA and δA
B
i = ∂iǫB as usual, it is simply verified that the action
(3.1) yields the fermion anomalies in eqs.(2.12) and (2.14).
With this bosonised action replacing the fermionic terms in the action (2.16),
the consistency of the gauging is manifest at the classical level. The gauge fields may
be now integrated out by doing a saddle point approximation for the corresponding
Gaussian integrals. The latter approximation is exact in the limit k1 ∼ k2 →∞,
which is equivalent to an α′→ 0 limit7.
Now using the parameterisation of the WZWmodel given in eqs.(2.3) and (2.5),
7 Note that one must also take the charges QA, QB , PA, PB →∞ at the same
time in order to preserve the anomaly cancelation conditions (2.15).
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the gauge transformations act by:
σ→ σ θ→ θ
tL→ tL + ǫA
tR→ tR + δǫA + λǫB
ψ→ ψ + ǫB
φ→ φ+ τǫA
Φ1→ Φ1 + (QA + δ)ǫA + (QB + λ)ǫB
Φ2→ Φ2 + PAǫA + (PB + 1)ǫB.
(3.3)
One may verify that the action is invariant under these transformations (modulo
the application of the anomaly cancelation conditions (2.15)). Now we fix a gauge
in which ψ = tL = 0, and denote tR = t. (This differs slightly from the gauge used
in ref.[13]. See subsection 5.2 for a discussion of the important relationship between
world sheet gauge choices and spacetime symmetries.)
Now that we have performed the integration we have arrived at a bosonic action,
but we must restore the fermions before we interpret it as a heterotic sigma–model
and read off the background fields. The bosonised form has made the fermions’
couplings appear at one order larger in perturbation theory than they should be,
(which was necessary before integration to allow the Lagrangian to be sensitive to
the fermion’s anomalies) and hence the the background fields are presently shifted
from their correct values. Now we must reintroduce the fermions into the resulting
action in order to correctly determine the background fields of the heterotic sigma
model. This point is discussed more in detail in ref.[13] with examples. Finally the
dilaton coupling must be determined by an evaluation of the fluctuation determinant
for the integration over the world sheet gauge fields[30].
The final model is of the standard form (2.1), and the background fields may
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be simply read off:
dS2 = k
[
dσ2 + dθ2 −
(
sinh σ(dt− λ cos θdφ)
cosh σ + δ − λτ cos θ
)2
+
(
sin θ(τdt− (cosh σ+ δ)dφ)
cosh σ+ δ − λτ cos θ
)2]
Φ−Φ0 =− log[cosh σ+ δ − λτ cos θ]
Btφ =−k τ + λ cos θ cosh σ
cosh σ + δ − λτ cos θ
At =−2
√
2(QA − τQB cos θ)
cosh σ+ δ − λτ cos θ
Aφ =−2
√
2 cos θ(QB(cosh σ+ δ)− λQA)
cosh σ + δ − λτ cos θ
(3.4)
where Φ0 is a constant. Note that we have not explicitly presented the second set
of ‘mirror’ U(1) gauge fields. These are identical to gauge fields above with the
replacement Q→ P .
From the antisymmetric tensor field and the gauge fields above, we can calculate
the scalar axion, ρ. This field is defined by the relation:
Hµνρ =−eΦεµνρκ∇κρ (3.5)
where εµνρκ is the volume form in four dimensions
8. So here, εtσθφ =
√−G, where
G is determinant of the above sigma model metric. Also, the three–form H is given
by
Hµνρ = ∂µBνρ + ∂νBρµ + ∂ρBµν − ω(A)µνρ (3.6)
where ω(A) is the Chern–Simons three–form for the gauge sector9:
ω(A)µνρ =
1
4
(AµFνρ +AνFρµ +AρFµν) . (3.7)
This gives:
ρ− ρ0 = e−Φ0(λ cosh σ + τ cos θ) (3.8)
8 Note that this definition is usually written in terms of the Einstein metric,
gµν = e
−ΦGµν , but this metric will play no role in the following.
9 We suppress the Chern–Simons contribution from the Lorentz sector (i.e., from
the spin connection) as higher order in the α′ expansion — see the next section.
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with ρ0 is a constant.
Recall that these fields are valid in the low energy limit, i.e., k1 = k2 = k→∞,
which was required to justify the saddle point approximation for path integral over
the world sheet gauge fields. In this limit, the anomaly equations (2.15) become:
k
2
=
Q2A
δ2 − 1− τ2 =
Q2B
1 + λ2
=
QAQB
δλ
, (3.9)
where the extra spacetime U(1)’s have been deleted, i.e., PA = PB = 0. Implicitly,
the parameters appearing in our background fields (3.4) obey these restrictions
leaving three independent parameters.
As mentioned before the case λ = 0 needs a little more care10. In this case,
solving the anomaly equations (3.9) requires: δ2 = 1 + τ2, Q2B =
k
2 and QA = 0.
Hence, the solution would be purely magnetically charged. If we consider the the
full anomaly equations (2.15) with vanishing λ (and PA, PB 6=0), the mixed anomaly
condition (i.e., the AB =BA sector) is
PAPB +QAQB = 0. (3.10)
Consequently at λ = 0, dyonic solutions are possible if we retain the extra U(1)
sector (i.e., PA, PB 6= 0). So for the remainder of our discussion in the special
case λ = 0, we will assume that the solution (3.4) is supplemented with an extra
set of component fields At, Aφ which are identical to those already listed except for
the replacement of (QA, QB) by (PA, PB). The low–energy anomaly equations are
extended by these charges in the obvious way, as can be seen from (2.15).
Notice that the axion field (3.8) is unmodified by the extra U(1), once the
extended low–energy anomaly equations are used.
3.1 Some Spacetime Physics.
Here, we study some of the physical properties of these leading order spacetime
fields. First, notice that our solution is not asymptotically flat. Instead the size of
the angular subspace becomes constant at large σ. This fixed throat geometry is
10 Note that eq.(3.9) requires δ2 > 1+ τ2 if the charge QA is to be real. Thus one
cannot set δ = 0. In fact, δ = 0 is not allowed within the full anomaly cancelation
conditions (2.15) either.
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typical of the four–dimensional black hole solutions which have been obtained as
exact conformal field theories[11][12][13]. It remains an open problem to discover
how a (locally) asymptotically flat spacetime may be smoothly connected onto the
present solution at the level of the conformal field theory. See refs.[11][14] for
discussions of such issues in the context of closely related models.
Our solution generalises the extremal dyonic Taub–NUT solution presented in
ref.[13] by the introduction of the parameter τ , and we would like to understand
its role more precisely. The background fields (3.4) are invariant under time
translations and axial rotations. The corresponding Killing vectors are:
ξµ∂µ =
∂
∂t
and ψµ∂µ =
∂
∂φ
. (3.11)
Our solution has a Killing horizon, which is defined as a surface upon which a
(constant) linear combination of the Killing vectors (3.11) is null[31]. This surface
corresponds to σ = 0, and the horizon generating Killing field is:
χµ∂µ =
∂
∂t
+ΩH
∂
∂φ
(3.12)
with
ΩH =
τ
1 + δ
. (3.13)
It is easily verified that χµχµ|σ=0=
∣∣∣Gtt + 2ΩHGtφ +Ω2HGφφ∣∣∣σ=0=0. The standard
interpretation of ΩH is as the angular velocity at the horizon[31], and as anticipated
it is proportional to τ .
The present coordinate system is not well–behaved at σ = 0, e.g., the determi-
nant of the metric vanishes there, and so it is prudent to make the following change
of coordinates:
u= sinh2 σ
dt= dtˆ+A(u)du
dφ= dφˆ+B(u)du ,
(3.14)
where
A(u) =−
√
(1 + u) + δ
2u
√
(1 + u)
and B(x) =− τ
2u
√
(1 + u) .
(3.15)
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The resulting metric is:
dS2 = k
[
− u
U2
(dtˆ− λ cos θdφˆ)2 + du
U
√
1 + u
(dtˆ− λ cos θdφˆ)
+
sin2 θ
U2
(τ(dtˆ− λ cos θdφˆ)−U dφˆ)2 + dθ2
] (3.16)
where U =
√
1 + u+ δ − λτ cos θ. Hence
√−G=− sin θ
2
√
1 + u(
√
1 + u+ δ − λτ cos θ) (3.17)
and the coordinate singularity at σ = 0 = u has been eliminated. In the new
coordinates, the Killing vectors are simply: ξµ∂µ = ∂tˆ and ψ
µ∂µ = ∂φˆ. Since the new
coordinates are perfectly regular at the Killing horizon, they extend the solution
beyond the horizon to negative values of u. In this region, a curvature singularity
occurs at u=−1. Further for λ= 0, one can see that u= 0 also plays the role of a
future event horizon[31], in that physical world–lines cannot escape from negative
u to positive u: For any point particle path xµ(s), we demand that the local four
velocity is time–like, i.e., Gµν x˙
µ(s)x˙ν(s)≤ 0. Now for λ = 0 and negative u, all of
the contributions to the latter expression are positive definite except the Gtˆu
˙ˆt(s)u˙(s)
cross term. Since Gtˆu > 0 once behind the horizon at u= 0, any physical trajectory
has ∂u
∂tˆ
= u˙(s)/ ˙ˆt(s) < 0, and moves towards smaller values of u and towards the
singularity at u = −1. Finally note that one can construct a coordinate patch
which covers the past event horizon in a non–singular way by changing the signs of
A(u) and B(u) in eq.(3.14).
With a non–vanishing value of τ , the squared magnitude of the time–translation
Killing vector, ξµξµ = Gtt = Gtˆˆt, reverses its sign and becomes positive before one
reaches the horizon at u= 0. Thus there exists in our solution an ‘ergosphere’
0≤ u≤ τ2 sin2 θ (3.18)
analogous to that of the Kerr solution of General Relativity. Within this region
because of the rotational frame dragging, no particles can remain stationary even
though they are outside of the horizon[31].
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Another quantity of interest is κ, the surface gravity of our solution, which may
be defined by[31]:
∇ν(χµχµ)|H = −2κ χν |H . (3.19)
This quantity is related to the Hawking temperature of a black hole[32]. Note that
in the old coordinates, eq.(3.19) is ill–defined, but it easily evaluated in the new
coordinate system (3.14) yielding:
κ=
1
1 + δ
. (3.20)
As well as investigating the background geometry, we would like to determine
the electric and magnetic charges of our leading order solution. Even though there
is no asymptotically flat region, one can expect to determine these charges through
flux integrals over the angular coordinates. For example, the magnetic charge would
be:
QM =
1
4π
∮
S2
F (3.21)
where F = dA is the electromagnetic field strength two–form. We must remember,
though, that for λ 6= 0 the topology of the solution changes so that (θ, φ) do not
define a closed two-sphere. Hence this definition (3.21) may only be applied for
λ= 0, in which case we find:
Q
(1)
M = 2
√
2QB, (3.22)
from the fields in (3.4) and
Q
(2)
M = 2
√
2PB , (3.23)
from the other U(1) factor which we retain for dyonic solutions in the λ= 0 case.
A similar definition for the electric charge requires the definition of a second
closed two–form constructed from the field strength tensor. In Einstein–Maxwell
theory, the second form is simply the Hodge dual of the field strength, F˜ , and
closure is guaranteed by the equation of motion dF˜ = 0 or ∇νFνµ = 0. The leading
order heterotic string equations for the U(1) gauge field may be written
∇νXνµ =∇ν
(
e−ΦFνµ +
1
2
ρ ενµαβF
αβ
)
= 0 (3.24)
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where as above ενµαβ is the volume four–form. In terms of the dual of X , this
equation of motion is dX˜ = 0 and so
QE =
1
4π
∮
S2
X˜ (3.25)
defines a topologically conserved charge. One also may verify that for an asymptoti-
cally flat solution where eΦ→ 1+O(1/r) and ρ→O(1/r), X˜→ F˜ and the definition
(3.25) correctly yields the electric charge. For our present solution, we find:
Q
(1)
E = 2
√
2QA , (3.26)
and from the other U(1) factor,
Q
(2)
E = 2
√
2PA . (3.27)
From (3.10) we see that we have at λ = 0 the relation Q
(1)
M Q
(1)
E + Q
(2)
M Q
(2)
E = 0,
showing that we have now only three independent charges in this special case, as
could be anticipated by counting the number of parameters specified in the original
model, and taking into account the restrictions given by (2.15) and (2.19).
4. Kerr–Taub–NUT Dyons
In the previous section, we firmly established that our solution is rotating. It
remains to be see whether it precisely corresponds to the ‘horizon + throat’ region
of the Kerr–Taub–NUT dyon presented in ref.[23]. First let us establish our
conventions for the low energy fields. We write the four–dimensional effective action
for the heterotic string as
I =
∫
d4x
√−Ge−Φ
(
R(G) + (∇Φ)2 − 1
12
H2 − 1
8
F 2 + . . .
)
, (4.1)
where the three–form H is defined as in eq.(3.6) (and of course, Fµν = ∂µAν −
∂νAµ). The ellipsis indicates two sets of terms which may be ignored: First, the
full theory includes many other massless fields (e.g., more gauge fields, fermions,
moduli fields, etcetera), all of which may consistently be set to zero. Second, the
α′ expansion produces an infinite series of higher-derivative interactions, whose
contributions to the equations of motion will be negligible for slowly varying fields.
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In a standard normalization even the gauge kinetic terms would appear amongst
the O(α′) interactions, but we have rescaled the gauge fields by a factor of 1/
√
α′
in (4.1). Therefore when considering background solutions in the α′→ 0 limit, we
are thinking of them as carrying very large (electric and magnetic) charges. This
explains why the gauge Chern–Simons contribution to the three–form H is included
in eq.(3.6), but the Lorentz Chern–Simons term is omitted. Written in terms of the
scalar axion (3.5), this low energy action becomes:
I =
∫
d4x
√−Ge−Φ
(
R(G) + (∇Φ)2 − 1
8
F 2
−1
2
e2Φ(∇ρ)2 − 1
16
eΦρ ǫµνσκFµνFσκ + . . .
)
.
(4.2)
4.1 The Low Energy Fields
Ref.[23] constructs a Kerr–Taub–NUT dyon solution of low energy heterotic string
theory as an example of the use of certain solution generating techniques. This
solution is a generalisation of the stringy charged and rotating black hole presented
in ref.[33]. The sigma–model metric corresponding to the solution of ref.[23] is11:
dS2 =−Ω(∆− a
2 sin2 θ)
Σ2
(dt˜− ωdφ)2
+Ω
(
dr2
∆
+ dθ2 +
∆ sin2 θ
∆− a2 sin2 θdφ
2
) (4.3)
11 We use the convention that the sigma–model metric Gµν = e
Φgµν , where gµν is
the Einstein metric. We have also flipped the overall sign of the metric presented in
ref.[23] to produce a (−,+,+,+) signature. We also use different conventions for a
number of the other background fields: Φ = 2Φ′, ρ = −κ′ and Aµ = 2
√
2A′µ where
the primed fields are those used in ref.[23].
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where
∆ = (r− r−)(r− 2M) + a2 − (N −N−)2
Σ= r(r− r−) + (a cos θ +N)2 −N2−
ω =
2
a2 sin2 θ−∆
{
N∆ cos θ + a sin2 θ [M(r− r−) +N(N −N−)]
}
Ω= r2 − 2Qy r+ 2(Nx− Py)δ˜+ δ˜2 +Q2x
δ˜ = a cos θ+N −N−
r− =Mx N− =Nx/2
x=
P 2 +Q2
M2 +N2
y =
MQ+NP
M2 +N2
.
(4.4)
Here, M, N , 2
√
2P and 2
√
2Q, and a are respectively the mass, NUT parameter,
magnetic and electric charges, and the angular momentum per unit mass.
The dilaton and the scalar axion are[23]:
eΦ =Ω/Σ
ρ=
1
Ω
[(2Py−Nx)r−QPx+ (Mx− 2Qy)δ]
(4.5)
where we have chosen to set Φ→ 0 and ρ→ 0 in the asymptotically flat region, i.e.,
r→∞. The time component of the gauge field is given explicitly as[23]:
At =
2
√
2
Σ
[
Q(r− r−) + P δ˜
]
. (4.6)
Ref.[23] only presents an implicit definition for the the spatial components of the
gauge potential in terms of a ‘magnetic’ potential
u=
√
2
Σ
[
P (r− r−)−Qδ˜
]
. (4.7)
Aφ is then determined through
Frφ =
Ω sin θ
∆− a2 sin2 θ (2∂θu+ ρ∂θAt)− ω∂rAt
Fθφ =− Ω∆ sin θ
∆− a2 sin2 θ (2∂θu+ ρ∂θAt)− ω∂θAt .
(4.8)
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4.2 The Extremal Limit
We can describe the extremal solutions in terms of four distinct regions[34]: First,
there is the near neighbourhood of the horizon. This region connects onto a ‘throat’
region in which the geometry is essentially constant. This throat eventually widens
out at the ‘mouth’ region, and finally connects onto the asymptotically flat region.
See figure 1:
(a)
Figure 1.
(b) (c)
σ
Λ
The length of the throat region Λ diverges logarithmically as one approaches
the extremal limit. In examining the extremal solution, there are several ways
to approach this limit leading to three regions of the geometry (illustrated in the
figure): (a) the ‘horizon + throat’ solution, which is approached by holding the
horizon radius fixed and letting the mouth and asymptotically flat regions move off
to infinity; (b) the throat solution, which is derived by letting both the horizon and
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the asymptotically flat region tend to infinity; and (c) the throat + asymptotically
flat solution, which is found by fixing the mouth and asymptotically flat region while
taking the horizon off to infinity. These different solutions are derived by carefully
tuning the parameters of the full solution[34]. We expect that the heterotic coset
solution (3.4) describes the ‘horizon + throat’ limit of the extremal version of the
above low energy solution.
4.2.1 The ‘Horizon + Throat’ Region
Following ref.[34] to uncover this geometry, we make a coordinate transformation
r = rH + γf(σ) where rH is the position of the horizon, and γ is a small ‘scaling’
parameter. This focuses our analysis on the neighbourhood of the horizon. The
scaling parameter γ will at the same time control how the parameters in the solution
deviate from their extremal values as we approach extremality.
In the full solution the ‘horizons’ occur at Grr = 0, i.e.,
0 =∆= r2 − 2M(1 + x
2
) r+ 2xM2 + a2 −N2(1− x
2
)2 . (4.9)
This gives the ‘horizon’ positions as:
rH± =M
(
1 +
x
2
)
±
√
(M2 +N2)
(
1− x
2
)2
− a2 . (4.10)
At extremality these positions coincide, i.e., the second term above
D =
√
(M2 +N2)
(
1− x
2
)2
− a2 (4.11)
vanishes. Hence in our ‘scaling’ limit, we will have D ∝ γ.
Also of interest in the rotating solutions is the ergosurface (at which time
translations are null) which is given by Gtt = 0:
0 = ∆− a2 sin2 θ = r2 − 2M(1 + x
2
) r+ 2xM2 + a2 cos2 θ−N2(1− x
2
)2 . (4.12)
Hence the position of the ergosurface is
rE =M
(
1 +
x
2
)
+
√
(M2 +N2)
(
1− x
2
)2
− a2 cos2 θ
=rH+ +
√
(M2 +N2)
(
1− x
2
)2
− a2 cos2 θ −
√
(M2 +N2)
(
1− x
2
)2
− a2.
(4.13)
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Now examining the heterotic coset solution (3.4), we see that the ergosurface occurs
entirely at finite σ, suggesting that we should choose rE − rH+ ∝ γ as well. Thus
from eq.(4.13), we see only an infinitesimal amount of angular momentum can be
introduced into the scaled ‘horizon + throat’ solution, i.e., a∝ γ as well.
With a simply set to zero, we recover the familiar extremal solution[19][22]
with x= (Q2 + P 2)/(M2 +N2) = 2. In preparation for our extremal limit, we set
a= γα
x= 2− γ 2√
M2 +N2
(4.14)
which gives
D = γ
√
(1− α2) . (4.15)
As described above, the small parameter γ controls how close we are to the extremal
limit. For our radial coordinate, we choose
r = rH+ + γf(σ) (4.16)
where as above rH+ =M
(
1 + x2
)
+D is the position of the event horizon, and σ
will be our new ‘scaled’ coordinate in the γ→ 0 limit.
The final parameters, which we should consider ‘scaling’, are the electric and
magnetic charges. At γ = 0, we choose charges: Q=Qo and P = Po such that
Q2o + P
2
o = 2(M
2 +N2) (4.17)
since x= 2. For non–vanishing γ, x is not precisely 2 as given in eq. (4.14), and so
we choose
Q=Qo − (1− β)γ Q
2
o + P
2
o
2Qo
√
M2 +N2
P = Po − βγ Q
2
o + P
2
o
2Po
√
M2 +N2
.
(4.18)
It will turn out that the parameter β does not enter into our final solution. It
remains to make precise a choice for Qo and Po, but in fact this choice is only
restricted in a minimal way. Since we anticipate that a throat geometry will arise
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in the γ→ 0 limit, Gθθ =Ω should become a (finite) constant. Inserting our scaling
ansatze¨ for the various parameters, we find
Ω = Ωo = 2
(MPo −NQo)2
M2 +N2
+O(γ) (4.19)
where we have used Q2o + P
2
o = 2(M
2 +N2) to simplify the final expression. Hence
we get the desired constant behavior unless the numerator vanishes. One can show
this only occurs for (Qo, Po) = (
√
2M,
√
2N) or (−√2M,−√2N). So we may choose
any charges satisfying equation (4.17) except within O(γ) of these special values.12
Now it only remains to find an appropriate function f(σ) in the radial
coordinate. For simplicity, we will require that f(σ = 0) = 0 so that the horizon
corresponds to σ = 0. Examining equation (3.4) shows that the line element
has dS2 ≃ k(dσ2 + dθ2). Using Gθθ = Ωo, f(σ) is uniquely determined to be
f(σ) =
√
1− α2(cosh σ − 1) by the equation Ω∆dr2 = Ωodσ2.
To determine the rest of background fields in the throat limit, we substitute
r =M(1 +
x
2
) + γ
√
(1− α2) cosh σ
a= γα
and x= 2− 2 γ√
M2 +N2
(4.20)
into eqs.(4.3), (4.4), (4.5), (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8), and take the limit γ→ 0.
Taking Gt˜˜t for example, we find that in this limit, after comparison with (3.4),
leads to
Gt˜t˜ =
Ωo
4M2
τ2 sin2 θ− sinh2 σ
(λτ cos θ + cosh σ+ δ)2
, (4.21)
if we make the identification
τ =
α√
1− α2
δ =
√
1 + N
2
M2√
1− α2
and λ=−N
M
.
(4.22)
12 In fact, one may produce a slightly more subtle scaled solution even for these
disallowed charges, but they do not contain a constant throat geometry. They
correspond to the S-dual solutions to the conformal field theory solutions considered
here.
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Finally we perform a rescaling t˜= 2M t in order to match the overall factor of Ωo
of Gσσ and Gθθ. In similar fashion the metric components Gφφ and Gφt arise as
identical to those given in (3.4). Note that the parameters satisfy a relation
(1 + τ2)(1 + λ2) = δ2 . (4.23)
Examining the low energy limit of the anomaly equations (3.9) it is easy to see that
this same relation arises upon the algebraic elimination of the charges QA and QB .
Also, the dilaton (4.5) of ref.[23] becomes that in (3.4) in the extremal limit,
after the (now familiar[11][19][34]) consistent absorption of an infinite additive
constant into Φ0 — i.e., Φ0 = − log[2γ
√
1− α2/Ωo]. Thus the dilaton is tuned
to make it finite in this region of interest. Similarly from (4.5), we recover the axion
field in the extremal limit as:
ρ− ρ0 = e−Φ0(λ cosh σ + τ cos θ), (4.24)
which is the same as (3.8) (and Φ0 is the constant given above). Here we have
additionally shifted an infinite additive constant into ρ0 to make ρ finite in this
region of interest. As the axion is only defined up to a constant in (3.5), this is also
a consistent operation.
Turning our attention to the associated gauge fields of ref.[23], we find that in
eq.(4.6) our limit yields:
At = 2
√
2(Po +Qoλ)
τ cos θ− λδ1+λ2
cosh σ+ δ − λτ cos θ + 2
√
2Qo . (4.25)
Note that the subscript index here is t rather than t˜. Here, we need first to make
a trivial gauge shift to remove the constant term in this expression. Then, the
result is precisely our gauge field from (3.4) if we identify QB = (Po+Qoλ), and use
QA =
λδ
1+λ2QB from eq.(3.9). With the same identifications, one finds that scaling
(4.7) and (4.8) produces the Aφ that appears in equation (3.4). Also note that this
identification of the charges along with eq.(3.9) yields Ωo = k, as is required for the
overall factor in the metric.
4.2.2 The Other Regions
The asymptotically flat region is obtained by taking again the γ→ 0 limit for the
parameters as in (4.14) and (4.18), but with r = rH+ + y with y fixed and large.
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Thereby the horizon recedes an infinite distance from the asymptotic region. The
metric and accompanying fields become:
dS2 = F (y)
−(1 + 2M
y
)−2
(dt˜− 2N cos θdφ)2 + dy2 + y2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)

Φ−Φo = log
(
yF (y)
(y+ 2M)
)
ρ=
[2MP0Q0 +N(P
2
0 −Q20)](y+ 2M)− P0Q0(M2 +N2))
y2F (y)
At˜ =
2
√
2Q0
y+ 2M
u=
2
√
2P0
y+ 2M
,
(4.26)
where
F (y) = 1 + 2
P0(P0M −Q0N)
(M2 +N2)
1
y
+ 2
(P0M −Q0N)2
(M2 +N2)
1
y2
, (4.27)
which smoothly connects to the ‘other side’ of the infinitely long throat region, as
can be seen by taking y = 2M eσ for σ large and negative:
dS2 = Ω0
(
dσ2 − (dt− λ cos θdφ)2 + dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2
)
Φ− Φˆ0 =−σ.
(4.28)
Precisely this behaviour can be recovered in the large σ limit of the ‘horizon +
throat’ geometry (3.4). (Recall that in the above u is the magnetic potential defined
in [23] from which Aφ may be derived via the appropriate limit of eq.(4.8).)
As stated before, it is an open problem as to how to explicitly construct the
conformal field theory description of the connection of the ‘horizon + throat’ region
(which we have successfully described as a CFT) to this ‘throat + asymptotically
flat’ region.
5. A Natural Generalisation
Examining the choice of gauge symmetries (2.10) which gave us our extremal Kerr–
Taub–NUT solution, the following highly symmetric pattern of gaugings suggests
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itself as a generalisation:
U(1)A ×U(1)B :
 g1→e
ǫAσ3/2g1e
(δǫA + λǫB)σ3/2
g2→ei(τǫA + ηǫB)σ3/2g2eiǫBσ3/2 .
(5.1)
Here, one might speculate about what the spacetime interpretation of the parameter
η should be. Clearly it produces a new axisymmetric coupling. We carried out
the procedure of constructing the full conformal field theory, using the techniques
described in section 2 and then took the low energy limit in the manner described
in section 3. We shall not repeat those steps here as they are essentially unchanged.
However note that in the Euler parameterisations (2.3) and (2.5) the gauge trans-
formations of the fields are the same as in (3.3) with the exception of φ which is
now also translated under the action of U(1)B
φ→ φ+ τǫA + ηǫB . (5.2)
Also the WZW gauging anomalies are modified to include contributions −k2η2
for the BB sector and −k2ητ for the AB (=BA) sector. With the new action (5.2)
of U(1)B on φ, we might anticipate some modification of the periodicity of φ in the
final low–energy metric, in a way analogous to the modification discussed in the
case of the λ coupling previously (see subsection 2.2).
5.1 The Low Energy Limit in Three Gauges
We display the solution in the three most transparent world sheet gauges (referred
to as (1), (2) and (3)) as it is instructive and shall facilitate further discussion.
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(1) Using the same worldsheet gauge as previously (tL = 0 = ψ), we get:
dS2 = k
[
dσ2 + dθ2 −
(
sinh σ((η cos θ+ 1)dt− λ cos θdφ)
(η cos θ+ 1)(cosh σ + δ)− λτ cos θ
)2
+
(
sin θ(τdt− (cosh σ+ δ)dφ)
(η cos θ + 1)(cosh σ+ δ)− λτ cos θ
)2]
Φ=− log[(η cos θ + 1)(cosh σ + δ)− λτ cos θ] + Φ0
Btφ =−k τ + λ cos θ cosh σ
(η cos θ + 1)(cosh σ+ δ)− λτ cos θ
At =− 2
√
2(QA(η cos θ+ 1)− τQB cos θ)
(η cos θ + 1)(cosh σ+ δ)− λτ cos θ
Aφ =− 2
√
2 cos θ(QB(cosh σ + δ)− λQA)
(η cos θ + 1)(cosh σ+ δ)− λτ cos θ ,
(5.3)
showing the η–generalisation of (3.4).
(2) The solution in the tL = 0, ψ =∓φ gauge is:
dSˆ2 = k
[
dσ2 + dθ2 −
(
sinh σ((η cos θ+ 1)dt+ 2λAM (θ)dφˆ)
(η cos θ + 1)(cosh σ + δ)− λτ cos θ
)2
+
+
(
sin θ(τdt∓ ((η ± 1)(cosh σ+ δ)− λτ)dφˆ)
(η cos θ+ 1)(cosh σ+ δ)− λτ cos θ
)2]
Φ=− log[(η cos θ+ 1)(cosh σ+ δ)− λτ cos θ] + Φ0
Bˆ
tφˆ
=−2k A
M (θ)(±τ − λ cosh σ)
(η cos θ + 1)(cosh σ + δ)− λτ cos θ
Aˆt =− 2
√
2(QA(η cos θ + 1)− τQB cos θ)
(η cos θ+ 1)(cosh σ + δ)− λτ cos θ
Aˆ
φˆ
=
4
√
2AM (θ)[QB(cosh σ + δ)− λQA]
(η cos θ+ 1)(cosh σ + δ)− λτ cos θ ,
(5.4)
where, as usual the monople field is
AM (θ)≡ ±1− cos θ
2
.
(3) There is also the gauge choice tR = tL = 0. This one is not valid at λ= 0,
but is useful as it makes the S3 topology manifest:
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dS˜2 = k
[
dσ2 + dθ2 −
(
λ sinh σ(dψ+ cos θdφ˜)
(η cos θ+ 1)(cosh σ + δ)− λτ cos θ
)2
+
 sin θ
{
(λτ − η(cosh σ+ δ))dψ+ (cosh σ+ δ)dφ˜
}
(η cos θ + 1)(cosh σ + δ)− λτ cos θ
2]
Φ=− log[(η cos θ + 1)(cosh σ + δ)− λτ cos θ] + Φ0
B˜ψφ˜ = k
(cos θ+ η)(cosh σ+ δ)− λτ
(η cos θ+ 1)(cosh σ+ δ)− λτ cos θ
A˜ψ =
2
√
2[QB(cosh σ + δ)− λQA]
(η cos θ+ 1)(cosh σ+ δ)− λτ cos θ
A˜φ˜ =−
2
√
2 cos θ[QB(cosh σ + δ)− λQA]
(η cos θ + 1)(cosh σ+ δ)− λτ cos θ .
(5.5)
For all forms of the solution, the low–energy form of the anomaly equations
relates the parameters in the fields:
k
2
=
Q2A
δ2 − 1− τ2 =
Q2B
1 + λ2 − η2 =
QAQB
δλ− ητ . (5.6)
Note that in this case, dyonic solutions are possible at λ=0 with a single U(1) field.
5.2 World Sheet and Spacetime Symmetries Revisited
It is instructive to pause here to note how the freedom to change the world sheet
gauge slice implements spacetime symmetry transformations. The sets of spacetime
fields resulting from the three distinct world sheet gauge choices above should be
related to each by spacetime coordinate transformations and gauge transformations
of the U(1) gauge and antisymmetric tensor fields as usual in heterotic string
theory[35]:
Xµ→X ′µ(X)
A→A+ dΛ(0)
B→B + 1√
2
A dΛ(0) + dΛ(1),
(5.7)
where Λ(0) and Λ(1) are arbitrary zero– and one–forms13.
13 Under U(1) gauge transformations, one usually writes δB = 1√
2
Λ(0)dA. The
difference with our variation in (5.7) can be absorbed with an additional antisym-
metric tensor transformation, i.e., δB = 1√
2
A dΛ(0) + 1√
2
d(Λ(0)A).
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The U(1)B gauge transformations are given in (3.3) with (5.2), and the different
world sheet gauges are easily seen to be related to one another. The processes of
sections 2 and 3 ensure that the low energy solutions above are related to each
other via gauge and coordinate transformations of the form (5.7), which find their
roots in the worldsheet transformations (3.3) (with (5.2)). (Note that this would
not have worked without the crucial step of refermionisation mentioned in section 3
and discussed in detail in ref.[13].)
The relation of solution (1) to solution (2) is the coordinate transform:
t→t∓ λφˆ
φˆ→ φ
(1± η)
, (5.8)
and the gauge transformations:
Aˆ=Aˆtdt+ Aˆφˆdφˆ→ Aˆtdt+ (Aˆφˆ ∓ λAˆt)dφˆ
=Atdt+ (Aφ ± 2
√
2QB
(1± η) )dφ
Bˆ =Bˆ
tφˆ
dt ∧ dφˆ
=
[
Btφ ± 1
(1± η)
(
λk+
QB√
2
At
)]
dt∧ dφ.
(5.9)
The relation of gauge (3) to gauge (1) is the coordinate transformation:
φ=φ˜+
η
λ
t
t=λψ
, (5.10)
and the gauge transformations:
A=Atdt+Aφdφ→ (λAt + ηAφ)dψ+Aφdφ˜
=(A˜ψ − 2
√
2QB)dψ+ A˜φ˜dφ˜
B˜ =B˜ψφ˜dψ ∧ dφ˜
=
[
λBtφ + ηk− QB√
2
Aφ
]
dψ ∧ dφ˜.
(5.11)
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5.3 Spacetime Geometry
For λ 6= 0 it is most instructive to look at the solution in gauge (3). There we see
that constant σ slices posses the topology of S3, inherited from the SU(2) sector
of the parent group of the coset. The metric on surfaces of constant σ is that of a
‘deformed’ three–sphere, and in particular, there are no conical singularities.
For λ = 0, where now (θ, φ) parameterise an S2, there is the possibility that
η would parameterise conical singularities running along the θ = 0 or π axes, by
changing the periodicity of φ. Note that on the original three sphere we have the
following identifications (see (2.3))
(ψ, φ)≃ (ψ, φ+ 4π)≃ (ψ− 2π, φ+ 2π)≃ (ψ+ 2π, φ+ 2π). (5.12)
Now the gauging imposes the extra identification
(ψ, φ)≃ (ψ+ x, φ+ ηx). (5.13)
Combining these we have
(ψ, φ)≃ (ψ, φ+ 2π(1 + η))≃ (ψ, φ+ 2π(1− η)) (5.14)
so if we gauge fix ψ = 0, we have
φ= φ+ 4π = φ+ 2π(1− η) = φ+ 2π(1 + η). (5.15)
In this case we see that η must be a rational number, otherwise the action of
U(1)B on the compact SU(2) sector would be ill–defined. With rational η then,
the field φ which appears in the final action in gauge (1) has fundamental period
given by 2πν where ν is the greatest common factor of {2, 1 + η, 1− η}. Hence this
gauging makes orbifold identifications[36] on the angular two–spheres. Now let us
examine the solution in gauge (1) as in eq.(5.3). Setting λ = 0 and travelling in
small loops about the θ = 0, π axis for fixed values of the other fields let us examine
the form of the angular line element dΩ2 = dθ2 +Gφφdφ
2 in the neighbourhood of
θ = 0, π. We see that dΩ2 = dθ2+ sin2θ dφ2/(1± η)2. The standard line element on
S2 is dΩ2 = dθ2 + sin2θ dφˆ2 with φˆ having period 2π, otherwise there is a conical
singularity due to the deficit angle. Here we see that to get the standard form
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of the line element we set φˆ = φ/(1± η). We have deduced the period of φ from
the gauging to be 2πν, and hence rather than 2π, φˆ has period 2πν/(1± η). We
therefore have conical singularities on the axes. It is interesting that the orbifold
singularities are different on the θ= 0 and π axes. If the solution of this section (for
λ= 0) was taken to be the metric (and associated fields) of a macroscopic extended
massive object (analogous to a cosmic string, perhaps) aligned along the θ = 0, π
axis, it would have a mass per unit length proportional to the deficit angle ǫ which
is a function of the parameter η. We speculated that perhaps this solution was
the extremal limit of a generalisation of the Kerr–Taub–NUT metric to include a
conical singularity as well as the stringy fields. Such solutions are known in General
Relativity (GR). For example, a limit may be taken of the known solutions for
collinear masses in GR (involving sending a neighbouring mass to spatial infinity
while sending its mass to infinity also) which produces a conical singularity along the
axis. Our speculation was that perhaps upon constructing the corresponding limit
for two Kerr–Taub–NUT–type objects aligned along a common axis of rotation, the
extremal limit might indeed yield our solution of this section. So far, our initial
attempts to demonstrate this have not borne fruit.
This more general low–energy solution is interesting in its own right however,
regardless of whether it might be obtained as the extremal limit of some as yet
unknown solution.
6. Discussion
In this paper we have explicitly constructed a family of (0, 2) supersymmetric
conformal field theories as a heterotic coset models. Our intention was to exploit
the geometric freedom inherent in the construction of such models to allow us to use
simple geometrical intuition to introduce a parameter which would generate rotation
in the low energy space time interpretation. Since this model was constructed as a
generalisation of the Taub–NUT dyon theory in ref.[13], it was natural to speculate
that by slightly modifying the gauging would produce the dyonic Kerr–Taub–NUT
solution.
We demonstrated this explicitly by taking the background fields of the stringy
Kerr–Taub–NUT solution constructed in ref.[23], and showing that the ‘horizon +
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throat’ region of their extremal limit coincides precisely with the low–energy limit
(3.4) of our conformal field theory. Despite the vanishing angular momentum as can
be seen in (4.28) and (4.26), the angular velocity of the horizon remains finite at
extremality. One finds that the horizon generating Killing field for the low energy
solution is χ˜µ∂µ = ∂t˜ + Ω˜H∂φ with
Ω˜H =
2a(
1− x2
)
(M2 +N2) +M D
(6.1)
with D defined in (4.11). In our scaling limit, this reduces to
Ω˜H =
1
2M
τ
1 + δ
=
ΩH
2M
. (6.2)
The difference between this extremal limit of Ω˜H , and ΩH given in (3.13), is precisely
accounted for by the scaling of the time coordinate, i.e., t˜= 2Mt.
As mentioned in the introduction, the fact that an infinite family of solutions
labelled by τ may exist as the internal spacetime of the dyon, smoothly connecting to
a unique asymptotically flat extension with zero angular momentum is interesting.
This is interesting in its own right, but is additionally so in the light of the ‘remnant’
proposals for a solution to the information puzzle14. Localised gravitational
solutions which develop large internal spacetimes (and reach the endpoint of their
Hawking evaporation) at extremality are of great interest in these scenarios as not
only do they form a stable remnant, but they allow for the storage of any ‘lost’
information (to the asymptotic outside world) inside this ‘internal’ geometry[37]. In
particular, a remnant should have an infinite number of internal states, degenerate
from the point of view of the outside world15. In the present case we have such a
localised solution. At the bottom of its internal world we have a theory which can be
labelled by the parameter τ , which can take arbitrary values, as allowed by the CFT.
Upon traversing the throat and smoothly connecting onto the asymptotic outside
world, all reference to this ‘internal’ parameter is lost. Therefore we have (at least)
one means of labeling the infinitely degenerate internal state of this object. Note
14 The authors are grateful to Petr Horava for drawing our attention to this.
15 The additional fact that this internal world is of infinite volume is regarded as
a possible bonus also, due to the fact that it may suppress infinite pair production
of such remnants[38].
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that this solution, although in general dyonic, also has neutral counterparts with
non–zero τ which thus serve as a generalisation of the ‘neutral remnant’ solution
of ref.[11]. (See ref.[17] for the heterotic coset model description of the neutral
solution of ref.[11].) Of course, whether or not remnant proposals are in general
valid as solutions to the information puzzle is a question under intense scrutiny.
Whether or not this picture survives in the full classical string theory is an
important question. As we only have the CFT description of the region deep down
the throat, we cannot rule out the possibility that τ disappears completely from the
external region only at leading order in α′. It is conceivable that the complete
classical solution (which we will have when we learn how to connect the CFT
presented here to CFT’s for the external spacetime) gives a unique continuation
from the external spacetime to the internal sector at the level of a CFT. In this
case τ would survive the traversal of the infinite throat to the outside region. It
must be noted however that α′ corrections cannot contribute to the leading order
asymptotic form of the fields and metric, as the corresponding higher derivative
contributions in the equations of motion are negligible in the asymptotic region.
Therefore, the conclusion made above that the angular momentum is zero will be
unaffected by whatever results await to be discovered in the CFT connection to the
outside region.
Note also that the parameter η in the solution generalising the rotating dyon
CFT which we presented in section 5 will (in contrast to τ) remain in the metric
all the way up the throat and also in any asymptotically flat extension to the
geometry, even at leading order, as can be seen from the large σ limit of any of
the (equivalent) metrics in section 5. It therefore is not to be considered as a
‘remnant’–like parameter in the sense suggested by τ .
Another interesting observation is that using the Killing field χ˜µ∂µ = ∂t˜ +
Ω˜H∂φ, the surface gravity of the horizon becomes: κ˜ = κ/(2M) = [2M(1 + δ)]
−1.
(Recall the surface gravity κ was calculated in eq.(3.20). Also we assume λ = 0
in the following.) Since the time component of this Killing vector is normalized
with Gt˜˜t → −1 in the asymptotically flat region, one may identify κ˜/(2π) as the
Hawking temperature of the horizon[32]. Note that examining the corresponding
metric (4.26) in the asymptotically flat region would have given a vanishing surface
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gravity and Hawking temperature. This may be a more appropriate description
of the effective Hawking temperature, since we expect that no Hawking radiation
escapes to the asymptotic region because of the infinite throat or the large effective
barrier near the horizon[16][34].
In general, we are encouraged that heterotic coset constructions seem to be
a powerful technique to obtain the exact — in the sense of having a complete
conformal field theory — classical solutions to many new interesting and important
low energy backgrounds. One might then begin to examine other parent groups and
gaugings, with accompanying heterotic arrangements of fermions. One particularly
interesting avenue of research would be the explicit construction of conformal field
theories corresponding to gauge and gravitational instantons and related objects16
in all regions of their geometry.
Once we have some conformal field theory and we have satisfied ourselves that
the low energy physics is interesting, we must not forget that we should study its
content, i.e., spectrum, correlation functions, moduli, etcetera, to discover the
stringy data which we wish to learn about. Such a program of study for heterotic
coset models is currently in progress[39].
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1: A schematic depiction of the three regions of the extremal geometry of
the dyon. The radial coordinate σ runs along the throat from σ = 0 (the horizon)
in region (a). It is possible to continue behind the horizon to reveal a singularity.
A circle here represents the remaining coordinates. Λ represents the length of the
throat region, which diverges logarithmically at extremality. See the text for further
explanation.
(a)
Figure 1.
(b) (c)
σ
Λ
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